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Concept
The book series “ All Things Bizarre” is talking about 
the weird things happened in Asia. The series is formed 
by three separate books “Crazy Ads, Crazy life”, “Living 
in an imaginary world”, “Pop of Air”, “Jengaland”, and 
“Spickle Fade.

Creative Strategy
As the subway located in Savannah, which mainly focuses 
on tourism and universities. The design should show the 
unique features of Savannah, to advertise the city.

Direction + Design 
The design has to focus on local and international 
students; it may include more than one languages for 
people to understand the system. The design will use 
visual elements, such as color, lines, typography, and 
photography that represent Savannah to the design.

Media 1: Brand identity
The subway brand information, such as logo, letterhead, 
pass and tickets, print advertisement, and brochure.

Media 2: Subway Map
It shows the detail information of the station stops and 
line routes.

Media 3: Location Map
It includes restaurants, stores and tourist spots that near 
by the station exit and entrance.

Thought the design, it allows the public to understand 
Savannah history and culture.

Software

All Things 
Bizarre
book cover design
illustration

ai

Design Objective
The whole series is a collection of three books that about 
the hidden situation happened in the small island, Hong 
Kong. The bizarre system that still in use in the city as 
a complex cycle with unsolved problems appear times 
to times just replaced with another name with another 
issues. Still, the city can survive at this moment with an 
unequal balance with numerous hidden questions waiting 
to be discovered. 

Solution
Jengaland” is the first book from the “All Things 
Bizarre” series which wrote by Young Ha Kim. It is about 
the unbalance social system in Hong Kong, where 
overpopulation existed and people are focused to live 
in small apartment s and spent an unexpected amount 
of money to rent a place to live. The inhumanity issue 
not just affects the architecture design in this island,  
but also transferred the social environment here which 
people just focus on finding higher income to pay their 
housing issue. There is no “home” for people to live in as 
the young generation could not afford higher rent. Like 
the game Jenga, nothing is stable, even it balance will at 
this time, it will eventually fall.



Visualization Board (30 images) +
Mind Map/Word List

Brainstorming

Concept
The illustration style and the color scheme gave a bright 
and motivative feeling to the brands. The design brought 
interactive elements while sustainable at the same time.
With the simplification approach on the example shown 
on the board provided more possibilty to the design. 

Brainstorming
The strucutre and function of the design had to be strong 
enought to hold the package for long term travel. The 
color scheme on the  visual board was relatively shape 
and bright, which could be not suitable to the Sustainable 
Brands itself.



Research Board (20 images)

Visualization Board (30 images) +
Mind Map/Word List

Visual Board

Mood Board

Visual Board
In this book cover design, I wanted to challenge 
for a typography based composition. The 
idea of cutting, overlapping, and constructing 
shapes into typeface. 

The second direction is to create a illustration 
based cover to descripe the theme and feeling 
of the book.  

Mood Board
As the whole conept was about Asian culture 
and history, I aimed to use vintage, historical 
images, such as poster, photography, article, 
and newspaper as elements for the book 
ideation process.  



Book Cover Sketches

Color Direction One Color Direction Two

Sketches
There were two main concepts, first as 
photography based design for the cover, the 
second as typography based. The challenge 
between two directions were similar in 
difficulties for me, both were out of my 
comfort zone.

Palette One
The color shown a bright and delightful feeling  
with light weighted value. It described an 
interesting and enthusiastic mood, which 
suitable to the concept of Asian pop culture.

Palette Two
The saturated color created a serious 
constract shown an intense feeling to 
the design. Clear palette choice to dispay 
as chapters.

Elements
Overall I put some requirement for my book  
to include: 
– typography changes
– photo montage
– illustration



Version One Version Two

Version Three

Version Three
The strucutre and function of the design had 
to be strong enought to hold the package for 
long term travel. The color scheme on the  
visual board was relatively shape and bright, 
which could be not suitable to the Sustainable 
Brands itself.

Version One
The first idea of combining typography from newspaper 
and magazine title to create the complex feeling.

Version Two
The second idea was similar to v(1) which played with 
typography, but illustrated version of the newspapers 
and magazines type.



Version Four Version Five

Version Four
The idea of flowing typography similar to a collection of 
balloon creating words in the sky. The weight and shape 
of the type represented the creativities and possibility 
of Aisan culture could be.

Version Five
The use of line and shape that overlapped to combine 
the title. The idea of complexity and connection in Asian 
culture to us was shown in the cover.



Modification Version

The complex architecture environement in this small island stressed 
with 7,447,817 people and on growing population together. The 
system of the Jengaland when the society changed so fast that peo-
ple facing difficult to survive. Human is just part of the replaceable 
elements in this Bizarre System.
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Young-ha Kim is a Canadian award-winning 
travel wr i ter and novel i s t .  He won the 
Scotiabank Giller Prize for his fiction, 419. He 
got three times winning record of the Stephen 
Leacock Medal for Humour and nominated 
for the IMPAC Dubin Literary Award and a 
Commonwealth Writers' Prize. 

He studied at York University in Toronto for 
film production and screenwriting. After his 
graduation, he became a member of the 
Japan Exchange Teachers Programme (JET) 
and was in Asia for five years. The trips 
inspired him to write his first book "Why I Hate 
Canadians." about the cultural differences 
he had felt. Soon after, he wrote another 
with his brother " How to be a Canadians." 
He did another book about his Japan hiking 
experiences "Hokkaido Highway Blues"

YOUNG HA KIM
@younghakim 
@writer.younghakim

"Jengaland" is the first book from the "All 
Things Bizarre" series which wrote by Young Ha 
Kim. It is about the unbalance social system in 
Hong Kong, where overpopulation existed and 
people are focused to live in small appartment 
s and spent unexpected amount of money to 
rend a place to live. The unhumanity issue not 
just affect the architecture design in this island,  
but also transferred the social environment 
here which people just focus on finding higher 
income to pay their housing issue. There is 
no "home" for people to live in as the young 
generation could not afford higher rent and 
focused to move to places, one by one. Like 
the game Jenga, nothing is stable, even it 
balance will at this time, it will eventually fall.

The whole living environment in Hong Kong 
is like an unfixable problem that will fall 
eventually. The Jengaland that build with a 
uncertainty elements for the housing, society 
and the economy sys tem. Problems are 
never solve but replace by names and titles. 
Eventhough the city seems well-developed and 
organized, but the inside structure is facing 
problems that never gone. 

Young used his architecture angles to analysis 
the outside structure of the city to analysis the 
inner hidden issues of the construture, which 
shows the social problems that cycle all around 
for years.  

“Amazingly insightful 
book for those looking 
to travel around the 
wor ld .  I  fou nd t hat 
t h e  a u t h o r  d o e s  a 
fantastic job of giving 
enough detai l s  and 
encouragement to the reader. 
They really made me feel that 
I could travel the world with 
very little worries. ”

 — Kim B

“Ferguson is definitely a 
westerner in a different 
culture and sometimes he 
seems to revel in making 
en cou n te r s  awkward , 
instead of taking the easy route. 
However, he hitchhiked from the 
bottom of Japan to the top, went to 

dozens and dozens of places off the 
main tourist routes, met dozens and dozens of 
people and the book is filled with interesting 
moments and observations.” 

 — Tasha Swinney

“I found the writing to be a bit clunky, and the 
changes of narrator to be abrupt and confusing - 

it took me a while to sink into the novel, as I was getting 
comfortable with the circumstances of each narrator.” 

 — Janet Keats

SPARKLE FADE
YOUNG HA KIM
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“Spaarkle Fade” as the second book from the 
series “All Things Bizarre”. It surrounded the 
development of the Chinese movie history, the 
past of Hong Kong great cinema industry. The 
short movie history that faded base on the ego 
of the fast market profit and the political changes, 
let this industry destoryed by its own. Faded when 
the value and passion covered by the economy 
and marketing need based on fast-money. The 
talented directors, actors, and actress gone to 
other countries to carry-on their mission to create 
great movies. 

The author who witnessed the industry rised and 
faded talked about his analysis of the problem 
existed of the unexpected end.  Young combined 
stories and first handed secret of this industries 
that happened in the 90s hidden in the movie 
world. The sad stories behind a creators in the 
filming world in this city. It shown the date of the 
cultural differences in Hong Kong, which people 
did not relized the value behind every creations, 
not respecting the works did by the local creatives. 

The book mentioned the new generation talents 
perspective of their local film development and 
difficulties. Written interviews of recent progress 
to offering opportunities for the new genres in 
short film to educate new talents to keep the 
Hong Kong spirit.

The beauty of 90s movie, once the cinema industry was named as 
“Hong Kong hollywood”. For decades, Hong Kong used to be the third 
largerest motion industry in the world, which after the Hollywood and 
Indian cinema. As one of the main three important cities that affected 
the Chinese movie history, it had various international well-known 
movies shown with numbers of awards and great directors. It was like 
a sparkle that ligh enough to bright the sky, but faded immediately.
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“He visits both the happiest places, and the 
most profoundly unhappy, in a quest to find a unifying 
theme. Happiness is subjective, however, and this is the 
most profound thread throughout. On top of all that, 
he journeys in and out of a half-dozen countries, and 
that’s a fun aspect the book too. It’s an intriguing 
take on a travel memoir with enough substance 
and research to keep it compelling throughout.”

 — Shannon

“Ferguson i s 
definitely a westerner in a different culture and 
sometimes he seems to revel in making encounters 
awkward, instead of taking the easy route. 
However, he hitchhiked from the bottom of Japan to 
the top, went to dozens and dozens of places off the 
main tourist routes, met dozens and dozens of people 
and the book is filled with interesting moments and 
observations.” 

 — Tasha Swinney

“I found the writing to be a bit 
clunky, and the changes of narrator 
to be abrupt and confusing - it took 
me a while to sink into the novel, as 
I was getting comfortable with the 
circumstances of each narrator.” 

 — Janet Keats

Problem: Communication & Concept

Issues With Color & Type

Color
• brightness of the palette (1) overcomed the concept
• intense background distracted the meaning

Typography
• the complexity of the type was not delivering any 

message effectively to the audience
• like the mix with newspaper and digital type, but it 

was misleading the audience to understand the book 
• readability
• functionality of the type was not working

Direction Change 

Illustration Based
• a better communication to illustrate the theme 

of the book
• such as, Jengaland was about the achectecture 

changes could be interpet as archectecture planned 
based illustration

•  Sparkle Fade about the movie industry which could 
represented by camera, photography, movies, and 
actors for the graphic

• functionality and readbility became the two most 
important factor for the book development



Color Modification
By understanding the distraction for color palette one created, i tried to re-arrange 
the design to the second palette. Even the concept “All Things Bizarre” sounded 
to be hip and trendy, the content was not showing well for palette one.

Version Four

Book Changes 

Books
• in this process, we focused on deigning the last two 

books for the collection: “Jengaland” and “Sparkle 
Fade”. Both were about the historical and political 
factors in Hong Kong. 

• the two books suit better with the pallete (2), a 
serious contrast color scheme.

Solution 

Direciton
• the two design based on illustrate the oultine of 

the conceptial elements of the topics.
• it bought a consistence to the collection with the 

similar illustration approach
• the design had better readability


